


The Pedophilia Debate Continues 
-And DSM Is Changed Again

by Linda Ames Nicolosi 

The very fact that APA admits to holding a moral viewpoint 011 a psychological issue 
ought to have opened up a broad new challenge to psychologi/s authority as our culture's secular priesthood. 

For many years now, psychology has been locked into a
philosophical quandary. Exactly what is a "psychiatric disor
der''? Many critics despair of ever devising a catalogue of 
mental illnesses which can be considered to represent science. 

Exactly how puzzling this quandary actually is, will be illus
trated in an upcoming issue of the Archives of Sexual Behavior. 

The Archives is the official publication of the International 
Academy of Sex Research. That journal will feature a 
symposium with at least one prominent psychiatrist argu
ing that pedophilia is in fact (at least in some contexts) a 
disorder-while another prominent clinician says that it is 
not. 

But if pedophilia isn't a mental disorder, then just what is? 
If any man who violates the innocence and integrity of a 
child can be judged to "have nothing psychologically 
wrong with him" ... then has the public in fact broadly mis
understood psychology's scope and explanatory power? 

APA Reverses Diagnostic Change on Pedophilia 

Although pedophilia remains illegal, and our culture still 
considers it morally wrong, recent changes in the APA's 
own diagnostic and statistical manual (DSM) have 
reopened the discussion of the psychological dimension of 
pedophilia. 

History of the Diagnosis. In the DSM-III, the American 
Psychiatric Association contended that merely acting upon 
one's urges toward children was considered sufficient to 
generate a diagnosis of pedophilia. But then a few years 
later, in the DSM-IV, the APA changed its criteria so that a 
person who molested children was considered to have a 
psychiatric disorder only if his actions "caused clinically 
significant distress or impairment in social, occupational or 
other important areas of functioning." 

In other words, a man who molested children without 
remorse, and without experiencing significant impairment in 
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his social and work relationships, could be diagnosed by a cli
nician as a "psychologically normal" type of pedophile. 

Challenged by NARTH to defend the change, the APA stat
ed categorically that it had, in fact, no intention of normal
izing pedophilia. However, "man-boy love" advocates 
cheered that DSM shift as good news. 

Pedophile-Friendly Study Soon Follows 

And a door indeed appeared to have been opened by the DSM 
change, because soon afterward, a journal of the American 
Psychological Association published the infamous Rind, et al. 
article-a study which downplayed the effects of, in particu
lar, man-boy sex. Rind supported his argument with the find
ing that quite a few of the boys remembered their childhood 
sexual experiences positively. 

As a result of the provocative Rind study's appearance in 
an AP A journal, the American Psychological Association was 
struck with an embarrassing wave of criticism-what it called 
"the political storm of the century." That public-relations 
nighbnare hit "with gale-force winds raging from the media, 
congressional leaders, state legislatures, and conservative 
grassroots organizations," according to the Association's jour
nal, The American PS1Jchologist. 

The APA apologized for the study - following later with 
another statement which sounded like backpedaling (with 
the Association insisting that researchers have a right to 
scientific freedom). Then it issued a new and quite surpris
ing official statement. 

APA said that no matter what the research showed about 
the psychological effects of pedophile relationships
pedophilia remained, in its opinion, "morally" wrong. 

Moral Philosophy and the Pedophilia Problem 

Morally wrong? This was an odd statement indeed from a sci
entific organization. What, then, was the APA's moral position 
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As Spitzer observes, "The mental health professions 
shouJd stop moving in the direction of banning such ther
apy. Many patients, informed of the possibility that they 
may be disappointed if the therapy does not succeed, can 
make a rational choice to work toward developing their 
heterosexual potential and minimizing their unwanted 
homosexual attractions. In fact, such a choice should be 
considered fundamentaJ to client autonomy and self-deter
mination." (Dr. Robert L. Spitzer, "Psychiatry and 
Homosexuality," The Wn/1 Street Journnl, 05/23/2001) 

Over the years, I have closely studied the various groups 
that have attempted to minister to those with same-gen
der attractions. As a result, I have become aware of the 
tremendous complexity of the issue. It is for that reason 
I use the term same-gender attractions rather than 
"homosexuality." The term "homosexuality" has become 
a very divisive term, in addition to the fact that it also 
indirectly implies sexual activity. Yet there are many indi
viduals who, while having attractions to members of the 
same sex, have never become sexually involved in a 
same-sex relationship. 

Ministry Should Acknowledge 
Those Not Acting on their Attractions 

It is especially important that we find a way to provide 
resources and offer support for those who are struggling 
with this issue, but have never acted out sexually. One way 
to begin the process is by providing education to our reli
gious communities. 

The d1·ive for same-gender intimacy is one that is very 
much a part of who we are as individuals. The fact that it 
becomes sexualized for some, reflects an abnormal variant 
of this nnturnl and henlthy need for personality develop
ment and human fulfillment. 

The process of reducing or eliminating unwanted 
same-gender attractions must involve not just a 
choice of the will, but a process that can take many 
years. What can be especially helpful is a support 
system which is understanding, non-judgmental, and 
willing to protect the privacy of those willing to 
openly share their personal struggles. 

Degree of Change Varies 
From Individual to Individual 

It has been shown that for many people, the complete elim
ination of same-gender attractions will never be a reality. 
The moraJ and theological concerns we have must address 
this reality. Even Scripture withholds the fulfillment of its 
promise of perfection until the final coming of God's 
Kingdom. Following is a typical response that is given to 
clients when they ask if orientation change will take place as a 
result of receiving reparative therapy, as reported by Dr. Joseph 
Nicolosi of the Thomas Aquinas Psychological Clinic: 

"Of those who undertake therapy, about one-thjrd experi
ence no change (typically, they decide to leave therapy after 
the first few months); one-third learn the skills and achieve 
the self-insight to experience a significant reduction in the 
intensity and frequency of their homosexual attractions; 
and about one-third essentially overcome their homosexu
ality, with same-sex attractions no longer being a signifi
cant issue in their lives." 

The goal of pastoral care and religious community support 
should be aimed at improvement of the individual's quali
ty of life, the alleviation of self-destructive lifestyle activities, 
and providing a loving and caring community within which 
the individual can be open and honest about their struggle. 

Next, we must recognize that while prayer and attempts at 
"faith healing by divine intervention" can be a useful tool 
and have some positive results, those results are rarely 
instantaneous. For many, the process is a long road with 
many obstacles to overcome along the way. In this regard, 
we must be willing to accept these limitations and not 
abandon or condemn those who cannot realize complete 
change. Instead, we must continue to be a source of loving 
ministry to them. It is my hope and prayer that some day 
we can offer ministries in every religious commU11ity which 
will provide longterm, loving care and understanding for 
those who struggle with same-gender attractions. 

Rev. I Chaplain Kent L. Svendsen 
NARTH Member 

Interfaith Committee on Theological Concerns 
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Center for the Study of Gender 
Affirmative Therapy 

Hosts a Training Meeting 

SALT LAKE CITY - One hundred and twenty-five thera
pists and academic professionals met in a clinical training 
seminar in March to study the issues relevant to treatment 
of unwanted same-sex attractions. 

The newly formed Center for the Study of Gender 
Affirmative Therapy (The GAT Center) hosted the day long 
event with several nationally respected clinical experts on 
homosexuality to instruct those gathered. 

"This was a unique opportunity for therapists to receive 
cJjnical training from specialists with impressive clinical 
and academic experience," noted David Pruden, Center 
Director. 

More than five hours of practical instruction was offered by 
Dr. A Dean Byrd, a clinical professor of psychiatry at the 
University of Utah, and Janelle Hallman, an adjtmct pro
fessor at Colorado Christian University. Dr. Mark A. 
Yarhouse of Regent University delivered an address on 
professional ethics and the proper means to obtain the 
client's informed consent before treatment begins. 

Dr. Byrd, vice-president of NARTH, used the morning ses
sion to talk about assessment issues. Following the lunch
eon which included a speech by Dr. YaThouse, Dr. Byrd 
returned to the topic of successful treatment modalities. 
Those who attended were provided with numerous illus
trations of clinical procedures that have assisted Dr. Byrd's 
own clients. 

Janelle Hallman's audience was primarily made up of 

women the.rapists who were 
seeking help for their lesbian 
clients. "Women's issues are 
many years behind those of 
men both in the area of research 
and treatment," she said. "It is 
gratifying to participate in one 
of the largest training opportu
ruties ever held on female con
cerns." 

The Center for the Study of 
Gender Affirmative Therapy is 
planning to hold its next con
ference specifically for students 
enrolled in psychology, social 

A. Dean Byrd, Ph.D.
at the podium 

work and marriage and family therapy programs. 

Said the Center's director, David Pruden: "This early expo
sure to the current research and developmental issues sur
rounding ego-dystonic same-sex attraction could be 
key in insuring that the next generation of therapists 
is better prepared. They should not be subject to the 
information embargo that has left the current genera
tion of professionals ignorant of the effective treat
ment of homosexuality." 
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teristics are perceived masculine traits. 

I have them explore other traits, both physical and other
wise, so as to deal with this man in a holistic way. 
Questions such as, "What were his other physical traits?" 
"What was he like as a person?" are aimed at smfacing the 
emotional needs particuJarly as they relate to intimacy 
issues. 

The need to get dose to another man can be met without 
sexualizing that man. This intervention helps the client 
to equalize the relationship and focus on mutuality to 
develop non-erotic relationshjps with significant hetero
sexual men. 

Spiritual Intervention 

A clear majority of men r have treated have a deep sense of 
disconnectedness. They feel an alienation from God. 
Freud indicated that God was an extension of the father 
figme. This seems to hold true for these men's own view 
of God. When describing their relationship to a Deity, 
many of these men describe a "mean-spirited Santa Claus" 
image. There is a certain fear of God. 

Individuals in positions of authority such as ecclesiastical 
leaders often w1wittingly trigger feelings of anxiety and 
resultant responses of fear and detachment. I work very 
closely with ecclesiastical leaders who often provide 
father/ son nurturing relationships for these men. Such 
relationships are very valuable in addressing issues such as 
forgiveness. 

Speci fie spiritual interventions include: 

• The personalizing of scriptures.

• Imagery involving God as a loving, caring father
whose Jove is w1conditional.

• Older, wiser self scenario. Service to others.
Particularly, this intervention helps these men learn
to give. They often feel unworthy to give of them
selves. They often report wanting to feel that they
are "acceptable to God."

Spiritual interventions help these men enjoy the process of 
discovery and to articulate the true self, tl,eir core values, 
and the basic purpose of life and to develop their spiritual 
nature to its greatest fulfillment. Such interventions help 
them clarify and trust their deepest values in a quiet way 
through attentive contemplation and mediation. 

These interventions also allow these men to commit to their 
values and to identify with them in the present tense, and 
to find the strength to live by them. I help them to visual
ize themselves doing well and, through regular medita
tion, doing well comes to feel natural. Many of these men 
report experiencing love, joy, peace and fulfillment and 
help others to do the same. Spiritual interventions 
involve issues of integrity, personal empowerment and 
control, becoming connected with others, and finding 
greater purpose in life. It is through spiritual interven
tions that these men are really anchored and receive 
strength to resolve their struggles through what they call 
their "personal healing process." ■ 
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Caring for Gay and Lesbian Youth 
in a Pediatric Practice: 

"Safe Office Kit" Provided for Pediatricians 

By Danje] Byrne, PhD

The 2002 Annual Meeting of the Pedjatric Acaderruc 
Societies was held at the Baltimore Convention Center on 
May 4-7, 2002. I attended this meeting, which hosted about 
4000 pediatricians and pediatric researchers who had con
vened to attend the professional education workshops. 

The American Academy of Pediatrics recently sparked 
widespread controversy when it voted in a new policy to 
support gay adoptions. Emboldened by that success, gay 
activists from the University of Massachusetts and Tufts 
Unjversity School of Medicine led a workshop at the pedi
atric convention to introduce doctors to their newly devel
oped "Safe Office Kit." 

Physicians at the workshop were provided with packets 
which contained an AAP brochure perpetuating a discred
ited Kinsey myth. Billed as "facts" for teens and their par
ents, the brochure states that "Some estimates say that 
about 10% of the population is gay."(Not even close-try 
1% -3%!) 

The workshop leaders briefly discussed the recent contro
versy over the AAP statement. A gay pediatrician from 
Hawaii expressed concern that the AAP might reverse its 
policy, but Dr. Martin Greenberg, who was familiar with 
those individuals who had developed the policy, stated that 
a reversal was unlikely. However, he indicated that the 
AAP had received more than 200 emails and letters, most 
expressing disapproval of the new policy. 

A panel was offered which included a 17-year-old "gay" 
teenager, the boy's mother, a lesbian college student and 
lesbian mother who is also an attorney. The lesbian attorney 
mdicated that the recent AAP statement was proving useful 
in her legal briefs. The 17-year-old boy said that he "came 
out" as gay at the age of twelve! All blamed the problems of 
gays and lesbians on homophobia and heterosexism. 

One pediatrician revealed (without apparent concern) that his 
7th grade son "came out of the closet" at sd1ool, publicly pro
claiming to his teacher and classmates that he was bisexual. 

Adolescence is time of instability and confusion. I know of 
110 adolescent who knows who he or she is. Yet research lit
erature is clear on the matter of early homosexual self-label
ing: the risk of suicide decreases by 20% for each year that a 
young person delays homosexual or bisexual self-labeling. 

The workshop leaders offered extensive recommendations 
for creating a "safe" office place for gay, lesbian, bisexual, 
transgendered and questioning youth which included the 
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posting of rainbow and "safe space" stickers and the display
ing of posters, brochures, and magazines in the waiting room 
to demonstrate the doctor's personal support for gay issues. 

The workshop leaders warned that some staff and parents 
might object to such obvious advocacy, but their objections 
could be effectively neutralized if sexual orientation was 
included in the same category as advocacy for two, much 
less controversial subjects-race and gender equality. 

The workshop ended with suggestions of ways the pedia
tricians could further the acceptance of homosexuality in 
their communjties. Seizing upon a tragedy in the commu
nity is one highly effective means to galvanize public sup
port, they agreed. 

I believe the recent AAP statement supporting gay adop
tion was the result of vigorous gay activism at work within 
the association. It was more a political position than a sci
entific one, because AAP's policy statement does not reflect 
the scientific literature-which demonstrates that non-het
erosexual parenting places children at risk for gender con
fusion and a host of other problems. 

Most disconcerting was the apparent unwillingness of AAP 
to thoughtfully consider the objections to their policy from 
their own constituents. Why not put the new policy to a 
vote of the membership? Most disturbing of all was the 
inaccurate information presented in the workshop-rang
ing from the discredited Kinsey myth being offered as fact, 
to the statement that homosexual. attraction is immutable. 

The AAP has placed itself in a precarious position: it pur
ports to heal, and yet encouraging early self-labeling as 
"gay" by teenage patients may be directly responsible for 
early sexual experimentation and the suicide of some 
young people. 

In the future, he AAP would be best advised to listen to its 
members and obtain their input prior to issuing policy 
statements. And such workshops as this one would be best 
labeled political activism-not science. ■ 

The following societies participated at the AAP convention: The 
American Acnde111y of Pediatrics, American Society of Pediatric 
Hematology/Oncology, American Society of Pediatric 
Nephrology, Association of Pediatric Program Directors, 
Lawson Wilkins Pediatric Endocrine Society, North American 
Society for Pediatric Gastroenterology, Hepatology and 
Nutrition, Pediatric Infectious Diseases Society, Society for 
Developmental Pediatrics. 




















